TRITON comapny is an integrator of the sofistic identification systems with configuration
according individual client demands. There are access systems for stadiums, aquaparks and
wellness, fitness centers, hotels and restaurants. Our systems are working upon software
created by our company. We are authorized distributor of foreing providers.
ENTER TICKET SYSTEM ARENA WITH CONTROL ACCESS INTO THE
STADIUMS.
This system is adequate for stadiums, sport halls, fitness centers and is created from HW and
SW means. System covers the sales of enter tickets and chip season-tickets, the control of the
tickets validity on the main accession and into the particular tribunes. Control terminal which
is placed on the Gunnebo´s turnstiles uses the newest technologies for the increasing of the
enter capacity. Provides to sense 2D error-correcting codes, chip club cards and seastontickets, indicates the cut-rate tickets. Entrance systems provide to the visitors using of the
servicies in the area /cashless payement in the restaurants or in the fanshops/.
Sales tickets software is applicable for the local sales in the cashiers on the stadium, for the
club personalizated chip cards from whichever PC through the internet or during the third
contract sellers for whatever choices free seat
place.
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is the access system adequate for the relaxatedshow business centers /aquaparks, swimming
pools, etc.). System is created from HW and
SW means and manages the sales of chip enter tickets and chip season-tickets /wellness chip
bracelets, in the speciale conditions it can be also paper tickets/. Controls of the tickets
validity on the main accession and in the wet and dry zones. Control terminal which is placed
on the Gunnebo´s turnstiles uses the newest technologies for the increasing of the enter
capacity. It is possible to complete system with the dress boxes with RFID lock which are
using by the same chip bracelets. Enter ticket system provides to the visitors to use all
servicies offered in the area /gastronomic, wellness and fitness servicies/ with the payement
before customers departure.
Sales software provides selling enter tickets by the price list wherein can be defined different
conditions of the costs /various kinds of customers, week or weekends days, season-tickets
which offer cut rates etc./. Enter ticket system can be integrated with the hotel access system
and also with the parking system.
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